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Dutch Passion - Frisian Duck ®
Frisian Duck grows with unusually shaped leaves making it
difficult to identify as traditional cannabis and ideal for outdoor
and greenhouse growing in populated areas. The name refers to the
distinctive leaf shape which looks like a ducks footprint especially
during the first two thirds of her life. During bloom some upper
leaves may show the more traditional cannabis shape. Frisian Duck
comes from crossing Frisian Dew with DucksFoot. This unique,
robust, stealthy variety is ready to harvest at the start of October
(start of April in Southern Hemisphere). She can show beautiful
purple colours during flowering and grows like a christmas tree,
outdoors up to 2.5 meters, indoors up to 1.5 meters.
Frisian Duck produces compact buds with spicy aromas of pine,
citrus and fresh forest. The taste is similar with a good quality high
and a refreshing Sativa head-buzz with average yields. She was
created for outdoor growing but also does well indoors. Frisian
Duck is a unique cannabis plant in disguise; tough and easy to grow,
perfect for less experienced growers. Frisian Duck grows without
being recognisable as cannabis for large parts of its life. Anyone
that has a quiet sunny corner in their garden, greenhouse or the
countryside will now find it easier than ever to grow their own
cannabis.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/dutch-passion/dutch-passion-frisianduck-36572.html

Product characteristics
Brand
Gender
Type
Genetics

Dutch Passion
Feminized seeds
Greenhouse ; Indoor
Indica / Sativa

Price table
Product label
3 seeds (fem)
5 seeds (fem)
10 seeds (fem)

Product code

Price exc.
21,49 euro
34,71 euro
61,98 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
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Price inc.
26,00 euro
42,00 euro
75,00 euro

